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Abstra t. CoPS is an automati
he ker of multilevel system se urity
properties. CoPS an be used to he k three di erent bisimulation-based
non-interferen e properties for systems expressed as terms of the Seurity Pro ess Algebra (SPA) language. The onsidered properties are
persistent, in the sense that they are preserved at ea h exe ution step.
Moreover, they imply the Bisimulation-based Non Dedu ibility on Composition (BNDC ) property, whose de idability is still an open problem.
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Introdu tion

The tool CoPS , available at http://www.dsi.unive.it/smefisto/CoPS/, is
an automati he ker of multilevel system se urity properties. It implements the
polynomial algorithms des ribed in [1℄ to he k three se urity properties named

{ SBNDC, i.e., Strong Bisimulation-based Non Dedu ibility on Composition,
{ P BNDC, i.e., Persistent BNDC,
{ PP BNDC, i.e., Progressing Persistent BNDC.
These are Non-Interferen e [8℄ properties for pro esses expressed as terms of
the Se urity Pro ess Algebra (SPA) [5℄ whi h is a variation of Milner's CCS [10℄
with a tions partitioned into se urity levels. They imply the Bisimulation-based
Non Dedu ibility on Composition (BNDC ) property, whose de idability is still
an open problem. If a system E satis es one of the three properties he ked by
CoPS, then what a low level user sees of the system is not modi ed (in the sense
of the bisimulation semanti s) by omposing any high level (possibly mali ious)
pro ess with E , i.e., high level users annot send on dential information down
to low level users. The properties are persistent in the sense that if a pro ess
is SBNDC (resp., P BNDC and PP BNDC ), then every rea hable state is still
SBNDC (resp., P BNDC and PP BNDC ). As far as P BNDC is on erned,
in [7℄ persisten y has been proved to be fundamental to deal with pro esses in
dynami ontexts, i.e., ontexts that an be re on gured at runtime. Moreover,
in [2℄ it is shown how P BNDC an be used to prove properties (e.g., fairness) of
ryptographi proto ols. The three properties are ompositional with respe t to
?
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Fig. 1.

CoPS Ar hite ture

the parallel omposition operator. CoPS exploits this ompositionality to speed
up the omputation and drasti ally redu e the spa e omplexity.
CoPS onsists of a graphi al interfa e and a kernel module. The graphi al
interfa e has been implemented in Java to get a large portability and allows to:

{ Insert the pro ess(es) to be he ked in the editor pane. The pro ess(es) an be

either typed or loaded from a le. A tree is automati ally drawn to fa ilitate
the navigation among pro esses. The syntax is highlighted to get a better
readability. Both fonts and olors an be hanged by the user.
{ Sele t the se urity property to be he ked and start the veri ation. It is also
possible to he k whether two pro esses are strongly or weakly bisimilar.
{ Read the veri ation results. Some time/spa e statisti s are shown together
with the se urity result. Moreover, syntax errors are reported.
{ View the graph representing the semanti s of the pro ess(es). This an be
also saved in a le whose type (e.g., jpg, gif, eps) an be hosen by the user.
The kernel module, whose ar hite ture is shown in Figure 1, has been implemented in standard C to obtain good performan es and onsists of:

{ A parser whi h he ks for syntax errors and builds the syntax tree out of
the SPA pro ess.

{ A semanti s graph generator whi h elaborates the syntax tree to generate
an adja en y-list representation of the graph asso iated to the pro ess.

{ A veri er whi h transforms the graph in order to use a strong bisimulation
algorithm to perform the se urity he k.
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Persistent Se urity Properties

The Se urity Pro ess Algebra (SPA) [5℄ is a variation of Milner's CCS [10℄, where
the set of visible a tions is partitioned into high level a tions and low level ones
in order to spe ify multilevel systems. The syntax of SPA pro esses is as follows:
E

::= 0 j a:E j E + E j E jE j E n v j E [f ℄ j Z
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The semanti s is the same as in CCS. In parti ular, as in CCS, we denote by
the silent (invisible) a tion.
As an example, a binary memory ell whi h initially ontains the value 0
and is a essible by both high and low level users through the read and write
operations (e.g., rh 0 represents the high read of 0) an be formalized as follows:


M0
M1

= rh 0 : M 0 + wh 0 : M 0 + wh 1 : M 1 + rl 0 : M 0 + wl 0 : M 0 + wl 1 : M 1
= rh 1 : M 1 + wh 0 : M 0 + wh 1 : M 1 + rl 1 : M 1 + wl 0 : M 0 + wl 1 : M 1

M0

and M 1 are totally inse ure pro esses: no a ess ontrol is implemented and
a high level mali ious entity may write on dential information into the memory
ell whi h an be then read by any low level user. Our se urity properties will
aim at dete ting this kind of aws, even in more subtle and interesting situations.
The three se urity properties SBNDC, P BNDC and PP BNDC an be dened in terms of unwinding onditions: if a state F of a se ure pro ess performs
a high level a tion moving to a state G, then F also performs a sequen e of silent
a tions moving to a state K whi h is equivalent to G for a low level user. We
 
 +
denote by (!
) a sequen e of zero or more silent a tions, by (!
) a sequen e of
 0
at least one silent a tion and by (!
) a sequen e of zero a tions. We also use 
for weak bisimulation (see [10℄) and p for progressing bisimulation (see [11℄).

De nition 1 ([1℄). A pro ess

is SBNDC (resp., P BNDC and PP BNDC)
h


if for all F rea hable from E , if F ! G, then F (!)0 K (resp., F (!) K and
 +
F (!) K ) and G n H  K n H (resp. G n H  K n H and G n H p K n H ).
E

The memory ell de ned above does not satisfy any of the three se urity
properties. In fa t, there is a dire t information ow from high to low level. We
an rede ne the ell by eliminating any low level read operation as follows:
M0
M1

= rh 0 : M 0 + wh 0 : M 0 + wh 1 : M 1 + wl 0 : M 0 + wl 1 : M 1
= rh 1 : M 1 + wh 0 : M 0 + wh 1 : M 1 + wl 0 : M 0 + wl 1 : M 1

Now the memory ell is both SBNDC and P BNDC, but not PP BNDC.
Both SBNDC and P BNDC are ompositional with respe t to the parallel
operator, but not with respe t to the non-deterministi hoi e operator. On the
other hand, PP BNDC is fully ompositional.
In [1℄ eÆ ient polynomial algorithms to verify the three se urity properties
are des ribed. These algorithms are based on the redu tion of the problems of
he king the se urity properties to the problem of he king a strong bisimulation
between two graphs. CoPS implements su h algorithms. As far as the strong
bisimulation underlying algorithm is on erned, CoPS allows the user to hoose
between the Paige and Tarjan's algorithm [12℄ and the fast bisimulation algorithm des ribed in [4℄. This hoi e does not a e t the worst- ase omplexities.
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Tool Overview and Experimental Results

A s reen-shot of CoPS is shown in Figure 2: a pro ess has been typed in the
edit pane on the right (the synta ti onvetions are very similar to the ones
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Fig. 2.

A s reen-shot CoPS : the pro ess is P BNDC

used on CCS pro esses in the Con urren y Workben h model he ker [3℄); the
sub-pro esses o urring in its de nition are automati ally listed on the left; the
veri ation results are shown in the bottom window. By sele ting a pro ess
on the left, the editor moves on its de nition and it allows one to verify it.
The toolbar allows one to hoose the property to be he ked, stop the omputation, see the graph representing the semanti s of the pro ess. The graph
visualization requires the installation of Graphviz whi h an be downloaded at
http://www.resear h.att. om/sw/tools/graphviz/. The Settings option
in the Edit menu allows one to personalize the kernel exe ution by, e.g., setting the path of Graphviz and the format of the generated graph, hoosing the
bisimulation algorithm to be used (the Paige and Tarjan's one [12℄ or the one
presented in [4℄), avoiding the graph generation, setting the use/dimension of an
hash table whi h speeds up the graph generation.
It is possible to avoid the use of the graphi al interfa e and use dire tly the
kernel via ommand line ( he ker --help shows the help).
CoPS has been su essfully used on a number of medium-sized ase studies. It has been ompared with the tool CoSeC [6℄, whi h allows one to he k a
bisimulation-based property equivalent to P BNDC. The experiments have been
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arried out on a PC with a AMD Athlon XP 1800+ pro essor and 256M RAM.
For medium size pro esses with a number of states smaller than 2000 CoPS
takes one third of the time with respe t to CoSeC. For pro esses with a greater
number of states (around 6.000) CoPS takes half of the time with respe t to
CoSeC. We also he ked a omplex system: the A ess Monitor des ribed in [5℄.
By exploiting the ompositionality of P BNDC, CoPS takes 55 se while CoSeC
didn't produ e any answer after 12 hours. Noti e that the main di eren es between CoPS and CoSeC onsist of: (1) the use of the Paige and Tarjan algorithm
for strong bisimulation [12℄ instead of the Kannellakis and Smolka's one [9℄; (2)
exploiting the P BNDC hara terization presented in [1℄ CoPS performs only
one strong bisimulation test, while CoSeC repeats the test over all the rea hable
states.
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A Appendix
A.1 CoPS Site
CoPS is freely available at http://www.dsi.unive.it/smefisto/CoPS/. In
parti ular, in the site you an nd:
{
{
{
{
{
{

a short des ription of CoPS and its features;
a tutorial whi h illustrates how to use CoPS;
installation and on guration instru tions;
the downloadable versions together with a dire tory of examples;
some referen es to theoreti al papers on whi h CoPS is based;
a form to onta t us for any problem/suggestion.

CoPS , whi h is partially supported by the MIUR Proje t \Me sto: Modelli

formali per la si urezza", the EU Contra t IST-2001-32617 \MyThS", and the
FIRB proje t (RBAU018RCZ) \Interpretazione astratta e model he king per
la veri a di sistemi embedded" has been mainly tested by other parti ipants
of these proje ts on di erent ase studies. Some of these ase studies have been
in luded in a dire tory of examples.

A.2 System Requirements and Installation Instru tions
In the web pages of CoPS we put four ompiled versions (for Windows, Linux,
and Ma OS) and a setup program for Windows.
In order to use CoPS with its graphi al interfa e it is ne essary to install the
Java Runtime Environment (JRE) version 1.3.1 or above. We re ommend
the use JRE version 1.4.2, be ause the previous versions ontain a bug whi h
an ause a malfun tioning of CoPS . However, it is possible to use the kernel,
named he ker, via ommand line (--help provides all the details).
To view a graphi al representation of the semanti s of the system under
analysis it is ne essary to install Graphviz, whi h an be freely downloaded
at http://www.resear h.att. om/sw/tools/graphviz/. If you are not interested in this feature you an disable the graph generation.
The installation of CoPS only requires the download and de ompression of a
le ontaining the ompiled kernel and the graphi al interfa e. Windows users
an also hoose to download a setup program providing a menu i on group in
the program menu and an uninstall program. Files with .spa extension are
automati ally asso iated with CoPS.
The Settings option in the Edit menu allows to hange the default settings,
su h as the Graphviz path, the underlying bisimulation algorithm, the graph
generation/format, the use/dimension of an hash table, and others.
More detailed instru tions and suggestions an be found in CoPS' site.
Sun,
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A.3 An Illustrating Example
A guided tour on erning the fun tionalities of CoPS and the use of its graphi al
interfa e an be found in the Tutorial se tion of our site. There we brie y re all
the syntax of the SPA pro esses a epted by CoPS and illustrate the meaning of
buttons, menus, and settings of the graphi al interfa e through some snapshots.
Here we model a ase study in order to give an intuition about the meaning
of our se urity properties and the potentialities of CoPS .
Let us onsider the E- ommer e Pro essing System des ribed in \Information
Flow in Operating Systems: Eager Formal Methods" by J.D. Guttman, A.L.
Herzog, and J.D. Ramsdell, presented at the Workshop on Issues in the Theory
of Se urity 2003 (WITS'03). The system represents a pro ess in whi h:

{ an order is submitted ele troni ally by a Client;
{ an E sale pro ess ensures that the order is orre t (e.g., the pri es and

dis ounts are orre t), and, if so, passes it to the pro ess A re eiv (A ount
Re eivable);
{ A re eiv intera ts with a redit ard learing house and, if everything is ok,
passes the order to the Ship pro ess;
{ the Ship pro ess sends the order to the Client.

In the paper presented at WITS'03 the authors use Linear Temporal Logi to
spe ify information ow poli ies for SELinux, whi h an then be he ked via
model- he king. The E- ommer e example is used to illustrate the te hnique. In
parti ular, in this example it is important to ensure that, if the internal hannels
of ommuni ation are se ure, then the asual hain is always the same (e.g., it
is not possible that an unpaid order is shipped).
Let us model the E- ommer e Pro essing System in the SPA language and
use CoPS to he k that the asual hain remains the same even in presen e of a
mali ious atta ker. To do this, all the intera tions (in luding the ones with the
lient) have to be modelled as high level a tions. Sin e we are assuming that the
hannels are se ure these a tions will be under the s ope of a restri tion, i.e., an
atta ker annot syn hronize on these a tions. Then, di erent low level signals
have to be sent out at di erent exe ution points. We have to he k that also in
presen e of an high level atta ker the low level signals are sent out in the same
order, i.e., the asual hain is always the same. Hen e, using the syntax1 of CoPS
we get the following pro esses.
bi E_Commer e (Client|E_sale|A_re eiv|Ship)\H
bi Client 'so k_pri e_ok_and_pay_ok.shipped_order.0
bi E_sale
+
+
+
1

so
so
so
so

k_pri
k_pri
k_pri
k_pri

e_ok_and_pay_ok.'oklow1.'new_order_pay_ok.E_sale
e_ok_and_pay_no.'oklow1.'new_order_pay_no.E_sale
e_no_and_pay_ok.'nolow1.E_sale
e_no_and_pay_no.'nolow1.E_sale

In CoPS given an a tion a, 'a stands for the output a tion a.
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Fig. 3.

The pro ess E ommer e is P BNDC

bi A_re eiv new_order_pay_ok.'oklow2.'paid_order.A_re eiv
+ new_order_pay_no.'nolow2.A_re eiv
bi Ship paid_order.'oklow3.'shipped_order.Ship
basi H

so k_pri e_ok_and_pay_ok so k_pri e_ok_and_pay_no
so k_pri e_no_and_pay_ok so k_pri e_no_and_pay_no
new_order_pay_ok new_order_pay_no
paid_order shipped_order

a th so k_pri e_ok_and_pay_ok so k_pri e_ok_and_pay_no
so k_pri e_no_and_pay_ok so k_pri e_no_and_pay_no
new_order_pay_ok new_order_pay_no
paid_order shipped_order

The pro ess E ommer e satis es the three se urity properties, i.e., the asual hain order is always respe ted. In Figure 3 we show the positive answer
of CoPS relatively to the P BNDC property. Some of its sub- omponents (e.g.,
the pro ess E sale) are not se ure. This is due to the fa t that the high level
hannels are not lo ally restri ted, i.e., an atta ker intera ting dire tly with a
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The pro ess E sale is not P BNDC

sub- omponent an hange the asual hain. In Figure 4 we show the negative
answer of CoPS relatively to P BNDC for E sale, together with its graph representation.
This example is modelled in the le ase study1 ok.spa in the subdire tory
e- ommer e of the dire tory of examples downloadable from our site. In the same
dire tory, the les ase study2 ok dead.spa and ase study2 ok nodead.spa
ontain a variation of the E ommer e pro ess in whi h the lient an query the
system to know the status of its order. In this ase it is ne essary to add timeouts
to avoid that an atta ker blo ks the system.

